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Aan Jaelani:
Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "PANCASILA ECONOMIC AND THE
CHALLENGES OF GLOBALIZATION AND FREE MARKET IN INDONESIA" to Journal of
Economic and Social Thought. With the online journal management system that
we are using, you will be able to track its progress through the editorial
process by logging in to the journal web site:
Manuscript URL: http://kspjournals.org/index.php/JEST/author/submission/695
Username: jaelani
If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering
this journal as a venue for your work.
Bilal Kargı
Journal of Economic and Social Thought
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Dear Jaelani,
Some References in the article is missing. These are listed below. Please specify as soon as possible
references. Write bottom of the file I sent.
Best wishes.
22.06.2016, 16:10, "Aan Jaelani" <aan_jaelani@syekhnurjati.ac.id>:
Dear Editor,
I've read the "final version" of this article. Revision only at the
institution name (faculty) and phone number. I approve of this article to
be published on "JEPE" (Issue June 2016).
Best Regard,
Aan Jaelani
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On Tue, June 21, 2016 10:14 pm, KSP Journals Info wrote:
 Dear Jaelani,
 "Final version" of your paper is attached. Please make your last
 controls. I am waiting for your approval within 3 days. After that last
 step will start and we will complete the layout. In order not to disrupt
 work order and publication calendar, please make an approval in 3 days.
 Best wishes.
 11.06.2016, 08:32, "Aan Jaelani" <aan_jaelani@syekhnurjati.ac.id>:
 Dear Editor,
 I pay $ 100 (USD) or 85 Euro (EUR) for 814-931-3664.
 Best Regards.
 Aan Jaelani
 On Fri, June 10, 2016 9:22 pm, KSP Journals Info wrote:
  Dear Jaelani
  The last few dollars to pay?
  for 814-931-3664?
  Best wishes.
  10.06.2016, 12:29, "Aan Jaelani" <aan_jaelani@syekhnurjati.ac.id>:
  KSP Journals Editor (JEST):
  I have sent the article publication fee on June 10, 2016, through
  Western
  Union Money Transfer;
  Accepter: Buket KARGI (Icerenkoy Mh. Atasehir 34752, Istanbul
 Turkey;
  Phone +90 541 825 67 10).
  MTCN code : 814-931-3664
  For publication:
  Number of the article: #695
  A title of the article: PANCASILA ECONOMIC AND THE CHALLENGES OF
  GLOBALIZATION AND FREE MARKET IN INDONESIA.
  Regards,
  Aan Jaelani
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   Aan Jaelani:
   We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Journal
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   and Social Thought, "PANCASILA ECONOMIC AND THE CHALLENGES OF
   GLOBALIZATION
   AND FREE MARKET IN INDONESIA".
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Aan Jaelani:
We have reached a decision regarding your submission to Journal of Economic
and Social Thought, "PANCASILA ECONOMIC AND THE CHALLENGES OF GLOBALIZATION
AND FREE MARKET IN INDONESIA".
Our decision is to:
1- Please see attachment.
2- Please confirm that you received this mail.
KSP Journals Editor
KSP Journals
information@kspjournals.org
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Dear KSP Journals Editor,
I've read the "final version" of this article. Revision only in techniques
citations in the text and phone numbers. I approve this article to be
published on "JEST".
Best wishes,
Aan Jaelani
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On Sat, June 25, 2016 4:45 pm, KSP Journals Editor wrote:
Dear Aan Jaelani,
"Final version" of your paper is attached. Please make your last
controls. I am waiting for your approval within 3 days. After that last
step will start and we will complete the layout. In order not to disrupt
work order and publication calendar, please make an approval in 3 days.
Best wishes.
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